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Editing a Newspaper is no easy Task.
The Canadian and American Frontiers.
Rising Geniuses.— Scene in a school
—The late report of Lord Durham on the — Many people estimate the ability of a room.—‘ Fuss class’n jografee !’ Scholars
Master-—* Tommus what’s
affairs of Canada, thus contrasts the appear newspaper and the industry and talent of —‘ Yeth’m.’
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
ance of the American and Canadian shores; j its editor, by the variety and quantity of the biggest river in Ameraky ?’ * The
JAMES K. REMICH.
Office on the Main-street—opposite the Meeting-House“ On the American side, all is activity I the editorial matter it contains.—Nothing Tombigbee, zur—Ike he keeps pinchin
It is compara me !’ ‘He pinched me fust, and I pinch
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
and bustle.
The forest has been widely can be more fallacious.
‘ Take your seat
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
cleared ; every year numerous settlements tively an easy task fora writer to ppur out ed him back agin.’
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
‘ A-r-k
are formed, and thousands of farms are cre daily columns of words, upon any and all fust class in parsin P ‘ Yeth’m.’
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No j
‘Pro
paper discontinued, except at the option ol the pub
ated out of the waste ; the country is inter subjects ; his ideas may flow freely, and his ark, a-n-s arkans, ass-s Arkansas.’
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
command of language may enable him to nounce it Arkansaws—but Tommus, you
sected
by
common
roads
;
canals
and
rail
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
‘ O,
roads are finished, or in the course of for string them together like a bunch of onions, aint spellin, you’re parsin, child.’
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
charged for its insertion.
mation ; the ways of communication and and yet his paper may be a meagre, poor yeth’m I’ Harkhandsaw is a noun, object
[Frorn the Edinburgh Weekly Journal.]
transportare crowded with people and en concern after all. But a judicious, well in we case, indicative mood, comparative de
MISCELLANEOUS."
Interesting Experiments on blasting, at livened by numerous carriages and large formed editor, who exercises his vocation gree, third person, and nomative case to
‘ You havn’t said what gender,
Craigleith Quarry. — On Tuesday a Birge I steamboats, The observer is surprised at with a full conviction and consciousness of scissors.’
The business of analyzing soils is made
Tommus.
’
‘ Feminine gender.’ ‘ Why r
the
responsible
duty
he
has
to
perform,
party of gentlemen assembled in Craigleith the number of vessels they contain ; while
so plain and simple in the following arti
Quarry, at two o’clock, to witness some bridges, artificial landing places, and com will conduct his paper with the same care ‘ Coz its—’ ‘ Next.’ ‘ Coz its a she-male.’
cle, that we hope our young farmers es
experiments on blasting by means of gal modious wharves areJormed in all directions and assiduity that a clever lawyer bestows ‘ Next.’ ‘ Forgotten zur.’ ‘Come David, you
pecially, will make themselves practically
upon a suit, or a humane physician upon a know,’—‘ Yeth’m.’ 4 Why is Arkansaw of
vanism, which were made at the request of as soon as required.
acquainted with the subject.
the directors of the Highland and Agricul
Good houses, warehouses, mills, inns, patient. Indeed the mere writing part of the feminine gender ?’ ‘ Coz its—-why coz
ANALYSIS.
tural Society of Scotland, by Marlin Rob villages, towns, and even great cities, are editing a paper is but a small portion of the its got Miss Souri on the norf, Louisa Anne
To determine the value of any soil, or erts, Esq.
almost seen to spring up out of the desert. work. The industry even is not shown on the souf, Mrs. Sippy on the east, and
ever so many sbe-males on the west.’
to be able to correct any fault in the origin
The apparatus consists of a small trough Every village has its school house and ■there. The care, the taste, the time em
al constitution, or any deficiency arising about a foot in length, and four inches place of public worship. Every town has ployed in selecting is far more important, ‘ Very well, David, you may go to the
from improper cultivation, it is necessary square on the end, ami a battery containing many of both, with its township buildings, for the tact of a good editor is shown more I head—your’s a rising genius, and’ll make
that the nature and proportion of the sub ten pairs of plates. Along the battery runs its book-stores, and probably one or two by his selections than any thing else ; it is a man before your mother.’ ‘ Yeth’m?
stances composing it, should be under a bar, upon which a tin disc slides freely. banks and newspapers ; and the cities with half the battle. But (as before observed)
Scene in a Sucker Court.—The Illinoistood. In agriculture this examination is This disc, when drawn to the end of the their fine churches, their great hotels, their an editor ought to be estimated and his la
termed analysis ;—and in its simplest, yet bar, touches another disc, and this completes exchanges, court houses, and municipal halls bor appreciated, by the general conduct of an tells the following amusing story of a
still effectual method, may be practised by the connection between the opposite poles of stone or marble, so new and fresh as to his paper—its tone, its temper, its man scene that occurred during the sitting of one
every farmer.
The implements required of the battery. To prevent accidents, the mark the recent existence of the forest where ners, its uniform consistent course, its prin of the Illinois Circuit Courts :
A constable who had been lately in
are a pair of scales, accurate to the tenth sliding disc is kept in the middle of the bar they now stand, would be admired in any ciples, its aims, its manliness, its courtesy,
part of a grain ; a crucible ; some muriatic by means of a spring of coiled wire ; and it part of the old world. On the British side its dignity, its propriety.—To preserve all ducted into office, was in attendance on the
Court, and was ordered by the judge to call
acid, and a few small vessels of china or is impossible to put the battery in action, al of the line, with the exception of a few favor these as they should be preserved, is eJohn Bell and Elizabeth Bell.
He imme
nough
fully
to
occupy
the
time
and
atten

glass.
though sunk in the trough, without shifting ed spots, where some approach to Ameri
diately began at the top of his lungs, John
The earth to be tested by the farmer the plate along the bar to the opposite end can prosperity is apparent, all seems waste tion of any man. But if to this be added
Bell and Elizabeth Bell. € One at a time,’
should be taken from a few inches below of (lie trough,.
The copper wires which and desolate. There is but one rail road in the general supervision of the establish said the judge.
ment,
which
most
editors
have
to
do,
it
the surface, and be an average specimen of convey the electric fluid to the gunpowder all British America, and that running be
‘ One at a time, one at a time, one at a
the field, or the soil to be examined. The ¡are kept separate during their whole course tween the St. Lawrence and Lake Cham will appear that editing a newspaper is in
time,’ shouted the constable.
deed
no
very
easy
task.
—
N.
F.
Sun,
quantity to be examined say 2 or .400 | by a sheath of cotton thread, which is wrap plain is only fifteen miles long.
The an
‘ Now you’ve done it/ exclaimed the
grains is to be slightly pulverized or well ped closely round them in the same manner cient city of Montreal, which is natural
Beauty.—There is something in beauty, judge out of patience.
mixed together. But of this 200 grains in as in the strings of a guitar, or as in the ly the commercial capital of the Canadas,
‘ Now you’ve done it, now you’ve done
a crucible, and heat it to 300 degrees of wire which stiffens the rim of a lady’s bon will not bear the least comparison in any whether it dwells in the human face, in the
IT, NOW YOU’VE DONE IT/ yelled the
penciled
leaves
of
flowers,
the
sparkling
Fahrenheit, or bake it in an oven heated net. At their termination these wires are respect with Buffalo, which is a creation of
surface of a fountain, or that aspect which constable. There was no standing this, and
for bread for 15 minutes ; cool and weigh. bent outwards, and their extremities are con yesterday.
genius breathes over its statues, that makes court, bar, and bystanders, broke out into a
This will show the absorbent power of nected by means of a fine steel wire half an
u But it is notin the difference between the
hearty laugh, to the perfect surprise and dis
the soil, and as this is depending mainly on inch long, so as to form a small triangle like larger towns on the two sides that we shall us mourn its ruin. I should not envy that
man his feelings who could see a leaf with may of the astoriished constable.
the animal and vegetable matter, if the the Greek capital delta.
This triangular find the best evidence of our own inferiority.
loss is considerable it is a decisive proof in end is inserted into a small tin cartridge, and That painful but undeniable truth is most er, or a flower fall, without some sentiment
A Yankee boy and a Dutch boy went
this respect of fertility.
The absorbent ignition of the powder contained in the car manifest in the country districts through of regret. This tender interest in the beau to school to a Yankee schoolmaster, who
ty and frailty of things around us, is only a
powers varies from 1 to 12 per cent.
tridge is produced by the deflagration of the which the line of national separation passes
slight tribute of becoming grief and affec according to usage, enquired,
There, on the side of
After weighing, heat it again in the cru steel wii;e which connects the ends of the for 1,000 miles.
“ What is your name ?”
tion ; for Nature in our adversities never
cible to a red heat, and until the mass two copper wires. So rapid is the progress both the Canadas, and also of New Bruns
“ My name is Aar on. ”
deserts us. She even comes more near to us
shows no bright or sparkling particles, of the electric fluid, that it is impossible to wick and Nova Scotia, a widely scattered
“ Spell it.”
in our sorrows, and leading us away from
stirring it with a glass or iron rod; cool measure the interval of time which elapses population, poor, and apparently unenter
“ Great A little a-r-o-n.”
the paths of disappointment and pain, into
and weigh, and the loss will be the ani between the action at the trough and the ex prising, though hardy and industrious, sepa
“ That’s a man, take your seat.”
her soothing recesses, allays the anguish of
plosion of the cartridge. The cost of this rated from each other by tracts of interven
mal and vegetable matter in the soil.
Next came the Dutch boy—“ What is
bleeding hearts, binds up the wounds that
Take 200 grains of the dried earth, mix apparatus is only about 15s ; and the price ing forests, without towns or markets, al have been inflicted, whispers the meek your name ?”
it thoroughly with a gill of water by stir of the materials required for the solution is most without roads, living in mean houses, pledges of a better hope, and in harmony
“ My name is Hauns.”
“ Spell it.”
ring it for several minutes.
Let it stand such that Is will cover the expense of keep drawing little more than a rude subsistence with a spirit of still holier birth, points to
“ Great Hauns, little Hauns, r-o-n.”
for 3 minutes, and turn off the muddy wa- ing the trough in a working state for months. from ill-cultivated land, and seemingly inca that home where decay and death can nev
pable
of
improving
their
condition,
present
That’s a man, sit down.
tei into another glass.
Dry the sediment The copper wire, which, if properly shield
er come.
in the first glass at a high heat, weigh, ed, may last for years, costs about one far the most instructive contrast to their enter
prising and thriving neighbors on the Amer
A true son of Ireland went out to shoot
and it gives the silicia contained in the thing for each yard.
Cold Water for Children.— Coming, as
One great advantage of this new system ican side.”
soil. Let the water turned off settle clear,
we know it does, from a physician of stand squirrels, and having charged his musket
The “ Winter Studies and Summer Ram
turn it off. dry at a high heat and weigh ; ofblasting is, the great facility which this
ing in this city, we have no hesitation in in full earnest, let fly at a chipperell, who
mode gives for blasting under water. This bles” of !\lns. Jameison, has a passage to the
immediately took himself to the highest
this gives the alumine or clay.
publishing the annexed communication.
is one of the most inconvenient, expensive, same effect :
branches of a tree, and uttered a loud pro
N. K Com. Adv,
Put into a suitable glass or flask, one
and uncertain of all engineering operations.
test against such an unwelcome noise.
“ I hardly know how to convey to you
fourth of a gill of muriatic acid and water It involves much trouble and expense in lay
During the prevalence of this hot weath
in equal proportions, and balance the ing hoses for the train or fuze, which are an idea of the difference between the two er, there is nothing so grateful to infants as The sportsman lay on his back, noticing
his game ; and after rubbing his shoulder
shores
;
it
will
appear
to
you
as
incredible
scales carefully.
Put into this mixture, I destroyed every time, and after all there
cold waler ; these little creatures suffer esuffi
100 grains of the earth, let it stand till all I are, perhaps, three failures out ol ten trials, as to me it is incomprehensible. Our shore qually with adults from thirst, especially at and cheek awhile, he recovered
ciently
to
cry
out,
“
Ah,
honey,
and
if
ye’d
is
said
to
be
the
most
fertile,
and
has
been
the effervescence has ceased, which will
night ; yet strange to say the mother ei
i All this is avoided by Mr. Roberts’ system,
sometimes be an hour or more carefully I which is as efficient under water as above the longest settled; but to float between ther neglects or fears to offer cold water. bin at t’other end o’ the gun, by Saint Pat
note the weight required to again balance it, and involves not one farthing of loss un them, fas I did to-day in a little canoe made In my practice, in several instances I have rick it’s not so merry ye’d been up there.
of a hollow tree, and paddled by a hall been called to see children laboring under all, at all.”
the scales, and that may be set down as
der water more than on land.
breed imp of a boy,) to behold on one side
the weight of carbonic gas expelled, say
There is absolutely no vent hole in the a city with its towers and spires and anima fever from the effects of thirst; and upon
“ I say, Cato,” said a gemman ob color,
6 grains. Then as 45 is to 55 so is this
mode of tamping pursued by Mr. Roberts, ted population, with villas and handsome giving cold water have had the pleasure of “ did’nt hear nuffin ’bout de scrape wat de
weight to that of the base, or the lime.
In
seeing
the
child
recover
in
a
very
short
which mode cannot he .applied to the pres
this case the lime would be seven and one- ent svstem of blasting. This is an impor houses stretching along the shore, and 100 time, a free perspiration following the butchers hab in de market house dis af
ternoon ?”
“ Gosh-a-mighty no.
Did
vessels or more, gigantic steamers, bridges,
Real thirst
third per cent.
tant gain, the vent-hole being a decided loss schooners, crowding the port, loading and use of this natural remedy.
dey use dere nibes ?”
“ Yes, dat dey did
cannot be allayed by any thing as well as
To ascertain if the earth contains iron, of power, which is well known to gunners,
unloading ; all the bustle, in short, of pros water. When a child is feverish at night, in a debble ob a fuss.” “ Oh no, you don’t
stir the muriatic acid and water with a strip and to counteract which the Turks are in
“Why, a
perity and commerce ; and, on the other it will in a majority of cases, be cured by say so. Why how was it?”
oi oak bark, and if iron is present in the [ the habit of covering the touch-hole of their
side, a little straggling hamlet, one schooner, freely sponging its limbs and face with te scrapen de benches !” shouted the wit,
liquid, the bark will turn* dark.
To guns with a bag of sand the moment the
one little wretched steamboat, some wind pid water, and allowing it to drink cold with a laugh that split his mouth from
ascertain the quantity, put in prussiate of priming is fired.
ear to ear.
mills, a catholic chapel or two, a supine ig
potash till it no longer forms a blue pre
It follows that a great economy In the ar norant peasantry, all the symptoms of apa water. Let parents who have sickly chil
dren (of any age,) try this plan ; if it does
cipitate, let it settle, heat the deposit to ticle of gunpowder must result. This is a
Scientific,—“ Caesar, you hear ob lector
thy, indolence, mistrust, hopelessness. Can no good, it will produce no evil, but I am
¡redness, carefully weigh the remainder, far more important item in the expense of
any one help wondering at the difference, certain it will arrest much suffering by a las night on stronomy ?’ “ Yes, Cato,
which is oxide of iron.
quarrying and rock excavation than is gener and ask, whence it arises ? There must be
me was dere.” “ Well, how you like ?”
To determine the presence of gypsum, ally imagined by those who are unacquaint a cause for it surely — but what is it ? Does very simple and grateful remedy.
“ Why, I like berry well, only me no
lake 100 grains of earth, mix one-third the ed with such works. In the excavation for it lie in past or in present—in natural or
blebe about stars being habited.”—“ Why
quantity of powdered charcoal, keep it at the Philadelphia Water Works, for exam accidental circumstances r In the institu
Salaries of Members of British Cabi for ye no blebe dat ?”
“ Cause, I guess
d red heat in a crucible for half an hour. ple, nearly 3,000/ were expended in gun tions of the Government or the character of net.—First Lord of the Treasury,
if you’d been out in dark night same as I
$22,'222 22 had, and see the stars fall, jou no blebe
Then boil the earth in a pint of water for powder and at the rock cutting for the new the People ? Is it remediable ? is it a ne
Lord Chancellor,
22,222 22 dat neither, nigger.”
:30 minutes, filter the liquor and expose it approach to Edinburgh, by the Calton hill, cessity ? is it a mystery ? What and whence
Lord President of the Council, 8,888 88
In is it ? Can you tell ? or can you send some
fur some days in an open vessel. A white l,000Z was spent in this item alone.
Lord Privy Seal,
8,888 88
A man in Vermont, who has run for of
cleposite will be sulphate of lime, and the granite quarries, the powder for a single of our colonial officials across the Atlantic,
Chancellor
of
the
Exchequer,
22,222
22
fice
the last ten years, and been defeated
weight will determine the proportion.
shot often costs 3l.
to behold and solve the difficulty ?”
Sec’y of Slate for the Home
every time, declines being a candidate any
In the experiment made under water,
These processes are all simple, and can
Department,
22,222 22 longer, and gives as a reason “ that the
tie performed by any one.
By them we 5 lbs. of powder were put into a bladder, and
A singular cure is related, in a late num
««
« Foreign Affairs, 22,222 22 people have got so in the habit of voting
obtain —first, the absorbent power; sec sunk to the depth of 10 feet under the sur
ber of the Boston Medical Journal, of a
«
« Colonial Affairs, 22,222 22 against him that it is all nonsense to *ry
ond, the amount of animal and vegetable face of the water, in a deserted quarry west
child three years old, who was under med
First Lord of the Admiralty, 20,000 00 to break them of it I”
•matter ; third,, the silicia or sand; fourth, of Craigleith. The string was drawn, and
ical treatment for nearly five months, the
Pres, of Board of Control,
15,555 55
4he alumine or clay ; fifth, the carbonate the effect was instantaneous; a dull red
principal affliction being spells of cough
“
«
Trade,
8,888 88
“ Much yet remains unsung,” as will be
globe
of
light,
caused
by
the
explosion,
of
of lime; sixth, the oxides of iron; and,
ing, which occurred two or three 'times a
Secretary at War,
11,466 66 seen by the following splendid verse:
seventh, the gypsum or plaster of Paris. the powder under water, was observed, and
day, and lasted from one to two hours at a
Chan, of Duchy of Lancaster, 17,777 77
“ All hail, thou glorious jnooa
The salts exercise a great influence on immediately there followed a considerable
time.
His disease assumed various ap
Bright as a new tin pan ;
Salary of Lord Lieutenant of
shock,
which
was
sensibly
felt
on
the
mar

^vegetation ; but as they principally depend
Thou brightest, roundest, noblest soure®
pearances, sometimes indicating worms,
Ireland,
88,888 88
«on the animal and vegetable matter in the gin of the pool, at the distance of about 100
Of bread and cheese to man 1”
then a violent cold, then asthma, and al
«oil, and as the determining their qualities yards from the explosion ; a mass of water,
last
croup.
Every
possible
remedy
was
Stitches in a Shirt.—>A correspondetU
and kinds are too difficult for the analy about 10 feet in diameter and two feet in
Something Like the Devil.—A me
adopted, as the symptoms changed, to
of the Boston Herald counts up the stitch
sis of the former, the processes are omit height, shaped like a fiat dome, rose above
chanic
in
Russia
is
said
to
have
succeeded
eradicate the disorder., but the child did not
ted. The above ingredients are all that ex- the surface of the pool, and immediately af
It is probably es in a shirt at precisely 20,651^
recover until during one of the coughing in making a steam man.
.ert a marked influence on the fertility of ter it disappeared, the mud and burned pow
one of the most interesting inventions ever
spells
which
continued
violently
for
half
an
“ Have you any hose
said a gentle
•soils, and on their proper ^proportion its der boiled up from below like a cauldron.
hour, he vomited part of a nut shell, quar offered to the public. It is a large collos- man to a country boy, the other day.
goodness depends.
If soils contain too
sal statue, the feet of which are placed upon
Exercise.—One reason why many chil ter of an inch square ! Relief was instan wheels on a railroad, and as he goes thun “ No, sir,” replied the boy, “ our hoes are
-much silicia or gravel, they are porous;
taneous,
and
the
little
patient
recovered
all ouI, but we have excellent spades.”
and if too much clay, retentive.
The last dren and young people look often so pale
dering over the course the steam comes Something like the girl who was asked how
inwiediately.
—
Transcript.
is usually the worst fault, and may be and feeble, and fall early victims to diseases
puffing out of his nostrils in a manner to her mother did.
11 She’s dead, I thank
known by the water standing upon it after of the head or lungs, is,"that parents will not
give the appearance of Satan as pictured you, but father sells excellent eels.”
The
Moon.
—
How
true
an
emblem
of
give
them
enough
exercise
in
the
open
air
;
rains, remaining unsettled for a long time.,
out in Revelation.
owing to the clay held in solution. Wheat and will permit them to be shut up for life and happiness ! slow to increase and
The Yazoo Banner, printed at Bentong
slow
in
its
wane,
our
raptures
brief
as
the
Miss, on the 4th inst. is entirely filed with
winter kills on such soils ; on calcareous hours, in an ill-ventilated school room, on
A
vender
of
“
notions
”
in
Connecticut
gravelly ones rarely.
Good soils usually the false principle, that by long hours they period of her full splendor, and sorrow placed the following notice on his door, advertisements, the greater portion of
contain from 65 to 75 of silicia ; from must acquire a proportionable greater a- fleeting as her hours of total darkness ; and when about being absent one afternoon— which are for public sales of property un»
10 to 16 of alumine ; from 4 to 10 of mount of knowledge ; than which nothing the course of both, with all their mutability, ‘« B back at T time.”
der execution 1
constant in their changes as she is in hers.
lime, and varying proportions of vegeta is more absurd.—Nets Era.

Benneinnifc®a?ctte
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

ble matter, animal and mineral salts, &c.
&c.
The analysis of soils forms one of the
most decided steps in the improvement of
agriculture, as it clearly points out what is
wanting to remedy any defect, and give
ease of working, and abundance iq prod
uct. Every farmer should understand the
nature and composition of his soils, and
may do so, with little time, and at a mere
trifle of expense.—Genessee Farmer.

proposition to the Queen in relation to the men being drawn up under arms in front, and 1
Mr. Webster.—The New York correspon
household, and surrendering to her the ap advanced sentinels being posted at some lit- ‘
MAIL ARTICLES.
dent of the Baltimore Patriot, thus notices a
tie
distance,
in
order
to
be
on
the
look
out,
Packet ships from England
France. pointment to which she had named him,
story which has been trumpeted through all
_____ —-It
_____
B_____
______ the Loco Foco papers in relation to the visit
The War in Florida.
is again
announc—The packet ship Orpheus, from Liver and here the attempt to form a Tory ad and to avoid any possibility of surprise. The
Rue St. Denis was at this time very full of ed that the Florida War is ended. Maj. Gen.
pool, has arrived at New York, bringing ministration ended, and the former minis people, and down toward the Halle the I Macomb arrived at Charleston, S. C., on Mon of this gentleman to Europe :—
“ It becomes me to notice in this place, a
London papers to May 7, and the Burgun ters, at the request of the Queen, consent troops of the line would not allow of any j day last, in the steamer Cincinnati, from Jacksilly story now in circulation in this city. It
dy, from Havre, has brought Paris papers ed to resume their places.
one approaching the spot.—Here occasional) sonvilie, in Florida, bringing the intelligence,
On Monday, the 13th, Sir Robert Peel shots were heard discharged, said to be1 ina(,e l,y ,,i,r,self with the Indian Chiefs, for is said, that Mr. Webster goes to Europe at
to the 8th, and also London papers to the
the expense of his friends, who have gener
and
Lord
John
Russell
entered
into
a
full
from some barricade, near the market, and Bie termination of hostilities ; the terms of ously subscribed a fund of $65,000 for the
same date.
explanation ot the whole transactions.
to which the troops replied by rounds of which are published in General Orders, as liquidation of his debts, in addition to the
On the 6th, the debate in the House of
On the 14th, an explanation, similar ih its
| follows. —The reader must be an adept in the sum of $20,000 as a contingent outfit. The
Commons on the Government of Jamaic’a substance, was made in the House of ten or fifteen muskets at a time.
We understand that several people were 'geography of East Florida to be able to learn story is absurd, but, as Mr. Webster has not
bill closed, by a vote of 296 to 291 in fa- Lords by Lord Melbourne and the Duke of
wounded at this time.
AH the cafes ftom the order the limits of the territory re
vour of the bill, 48 members having paired Wellington. The speech o-f the Duke of ami shops were shut, the gas was not light- served for Indian occupation:—Boston'Adv. thought proper to step forward and contra
dict it, it is quite extensively credited. If
Wellington
showed
that
there
was
an
en

off, making a majarity of five only in fa
ed in the eastern end of the Rue St. Honoré, I
__ the story were «true, it would not reflect any
vour of ministers on this important meas tire unanimity among the leaders of ihe ’To and a barricade had been attempted to be Head Quarters of the Army of the )
discredit on Mr. Webster, for if his friends
ure. On the 7th, Lord Melbourne, in the ry party on the question which excluded formed m that street, close by the entrance of >
U. S.
>
were disposed to present him with $85,000,
them from the government. The impres the Rue du Coq, where two omnibusesf were i Fort King, (Florida,) May 18, 1839
S
House of Lords, and Lord John Russell,
would there be any crime in his accepting
sion prevailed that several changes were overturned. Along the Western Boulevards,1
*
in the Commons, announced that they and about to be made in the ministry—that Lord
it ? Assuredly not.
narts of the capcao-ij on M
A
,
..
their colleagues had resigned, that their John Russell and Lord Palmerston would the Rue de Rivoli, and other parts
“ It is not my fortune to be the conscience
i lie Major General commanding-in-chief
ital farther removed from the centre, people II
resignations had been accepted, and that retire and be raised to the peerage, and that
(
has
the
satisfaction
of
announcing
to the Ar- keeper of Mr. Webster, nor am I very intfwere hurrying home from the environs ; and
they held their offices only until their suc they would be succeeded in office by Lord the inhabitants, who had not long learned ■ my in Florida, to the Authorities of the Ter- mately acquainted with him ; but I am au
vwhat
i . 1hadI .happened, were all on the'pii vive,1 h.^A’jg‘m
cessors were appointed.
Lord John Rus Morphet and Lord Durham.
pnerally that ¡le thorised to say, on the very best authority,
On the 15th, the two Houses adjourned to tlmnah
UM L.t
.... __________
[. nasttns day tei rmnated the war with the that not one farthing has been subscribed by
sell, soon after the assembling of the House,
though tlwro
there w
was
but one universal
feeling of
the 27th. Before the adjournment the indignation at the authors of these, disgrace ¡ Seminole Indians, by an agreement entered any one.to assist in defraying Mr. Webster’s
announced this determination, as follows :
speaker took his leave of the House, in pur ful riots.
I into with Chitto Tuslenuggee, Principal Chief expenses to Europe. He goes out on the ba
Sir, 1 wish to make a communication to suance of his intention previously announced.
I of the Seminóles, ami successor to Arpieke, sis ofhis own funds, and to raise them, has
By
10
o
’
clock
the
troops
were
in
possession
the House in consequence of what took
In Paris there were some serious riots, of the Marche <les innocmis, and m'uty ^ihe !
within a few weeks, sold his elegant Sum
M
« l°
place last night on the motion of the Rt. and an attempted insurrection on the 12th surrounding streets, where lhev had succeed-*
r C \ °J
amey of the 2d Dra- mer street House, Boston, for the. round sum
Hon. Baronet opposite, for the rejection of and 13th, and a considerable number of* ed in carrying
r barricades, and where we saw goons, from the Southern part of the Penin of forty thousand dollars. It may be a little
the bill which we introduced to provide for lives lost, a particular account of which is5 several remains of these defences raised to- sula. The terms of the agreement are, that impertinent in me to say even thus much
given
below.
The
disorders
had
lleen
hostilities immediately cease between the and I only state the fact of sale, for the pur
the government of Jamaica. It will be ev
suppressed at the last accounts, and tran-1 ward the Rue des Lombards, and the ’north-[ parties—that the troops of the United States,, pose of gratifying the Curious and enquiring.”
ident to the House that that was a bill re■
eastern
end
of
the
market.
We
observed
the
quillity restored. The Moniteur of the I3th
1 colonel of a regiment of the line giving or- and the Seminole and Mickasaukie chiefs,
quiring more than ordinary support, more announced the definitive composition of
a
Troubles in Mississippi.—The Pearl River
1 ders for the posting ofhis men in the houses’ and warriors, now at a distance, be made acthan ordinary confidence, and that it met Ministry, as follows:
! quainted as soon as possible, with the fact Bank, Madisonville, in Mississippi, has burn
looking
into
the
market
and
the
Rue
St.
with less support and less confidence than’
Marshal Soult—President of the Coun• Denis, and several were stationed on the bal that the peace exists, and that all hostilities¡ ed ; leaving the public in the lurch, to the
has been ordinarily shown to Her Majes cil and Minister of Foreign .Affairs.
conies having full command of - the ap- are forthwith to cease on both sides—the Sem amount of lialfa million of dollars. Not loim
ty’s Ministers by this House.
inóles and Mickasukies agreeing to retire in since, the Madison County Bank, located at
M. Duchatel—-Minister of the Interior.. preaches to the market.
It has become, therefore, their duty to
M. Gubin .Gndaine—Minister of Com
At this period the quays were occupied by to a district of country in Florida, below the same place, broke, and its notes are worth
consider what ought to be their course,* &c. merce.
trooyis, as was also the Place de Greve and Pease Creek, the boundaries of which are as next to nothing. Money matters in this State
Lt. Gen. Schneider—Minister of War.
The noble Lord, spoke with considera
the Boulevards, toward the Porte St. Denis. follows, viz : beginning at the most southern are growing worse and worse. Relief laws
M. Viliemaine, Peer of France—Minister Every thing was tranquil except in the centre, point oi land between Charlotte Harbor and are called for, and it is said, a meeting of the
ble emotion towards the close of his ad
of Public Instruction.
Violence reigns
where, however, the disturbers of the public the Sangbel, or Coloosahatchee river, oppo Legislature will be called.
dress, and sat down amidst loud, long and
M. Teste—Minister of Justice.
Even the Judges are
peace were rapidly disappearing. The streets, site to Sangbel Island—thence into Charlotte throughout the state.
continued cheering.
M. Passy—Minister of Finance.
though still thronged with a great number of. Harbor by the southern pass between Pine assailed. Judge McKinley had his nose
On the 4th, a message from the Queen
M. Duperre—Minister of Marine.
people, only spectators in them, were gradu Island ami said Point, along the eastern shore tweaked by a Marshal of the District Court.
Was presented in both Houses, proposing a
M. Dufaure—Minister of Public Works.
of said Harbor to Talk-Chdjiko, or Pease These excesses cannot continue much longer;
ally getting deserted.
legislative union between the provinces of
M. Passy having taken a portfeuille, a new
At half past 10 a barricade was attempted Creek—thence up that river to Hatehee- the people, will rise in their might and put
Upper and Lower Canada, and recom choice ot President became necessary. The to be formed at the Pointe St. Eustache, at Thloko,or Big Creek —thence up said Creek them down.—Portland Adv.
mending to the two Houses to consider such coalition regarding M. Dupin as having de the northern entrance to the Halle, where to its source —thence easterly to the northern
The Iron Steamer Robert F. Stockton, whose
measures as should be submitted to them serted them agreed on M. 'I’hiers. The elec several small streets, coming to a point, afford point of Lake Istokpoga—thence along the
tion resulted as follows. Whole number of peculiar facilities for such a defence, and a eastern outlet of said Lake, called Istok arrival at New York we have before noticed,
for that purpose.
votes 424, M. Sauzet, the ministerial candi
poga Creek to the Kissimme River—thence
The two Houses stood adjourned to Mon date, 215, Thiers 206, Dupin 3. M. Sauzet few shots were exchanged between the riot southwardly down ihe Kissimme to Lake crossed the Atlantic with the aid of sails only,
her engine being shipped by another vessel’.
ers and the troops. A hackney coach driving
day, May 13. It is hardly probable that was chosen by a majority of 6.
Okuchrbee—thence south through said She is not more than thirty tons burden, and
in
that
direction
was
attempted
to
be
seized
in that period a ministry will be definitely
on to serve for the barricade, but the driver lake to Ecuplahalobee, or Shark River— was 45 days mi her passage. The Courier &
arranged. The Times remarks (( We can
Yesterday afternoon the central quarters of gave his horses the whip, and escaped with thence down said river westwardly to its Enquirer remarks that so dangerous was this
not guess into what hands her Majesty may Paris were thrown into alarm by the beatin» his vehicle. At this time a strong force was mouth—thence along the sea shore north undertaking considered, on account of her di
wardly to the place of beginning—that sixtv minutive size and peculiar construction, that
be pleased to commit the trust which Lord to arms of the National Guards, and the rap-1 posted on the Place des Victoires.
Melbourne has declared his own unfitness id assembling of that corps, as well as the
II o’clock. —We hear of no more barricades days be allowed the Indians north and east her commander, Captain Crane, had some
marching of troops of the line toward the or attempt at resistance; the remaining riot of that boundary to remove their families and difficulty in finding a crew to navigate her.—
to administer,’’
Rues St. Denis, St. Martin, &c. and the Place ers seem to have dispersed. No vehicles are effects into said districts, where they are to She worked, however, so admirably, that
The Court of Exchequer in the case of
tie Greve. It soon became known that some
remain, until further arrangements are made,
the Canadian prisoners, on the writ of Ha serious disturbances had occurred in the heart allowed to approach the scene of the disturb under the protection of the troops of the u’ those who came out in her would willimdy
return in her.—ibid.
ances, and all passengers in the street are de
beas Corpus, gave judgment that the re of the capital, which these preparations were
sired, on approaching any troops, to pass on States, who are to see that they are not mo
turn of the writ was good, and that the men intended to suppress.
lested by intruders, citizens, or loreioaiers,
without delay.
Some time ago, a package charged with
We learned that about 3 o’clock, from 300
and that the said Indians do not pass the lim heavy postage, was received at Brunswick,
were in proper custody.
They would ac
its assigned them, except to visit the parts N. S. by a man in poor circumstances, named
cordingly be transported to a penal colony. to 400 persons, principally dressed in blouses
IM PO RT A NT FRO M M EXICO.
In consequence of the assemblages of the and caps, assembled in front of the house of [From the New-Orleans Bee, Extra—May 20.] which will be hereafter indicated to them Lefebvre. He was not able to pav the post
All persons are therefore fobid.len to enter
Carlists, the Queen had issued a proclama Messrs. Lepage, the gun milkers, No. 22, Rue
The schooner Waterwitch from Vera Cruz the district assigned to said Indians, without age, and his son, to whom it was~ afterwards
l’Abbe, some of them armed with hatchets,
. offered, was on the point of refusing it, when
tion, calling on the sheriffs and all other broke through the door, and gained posses which place she left on the 8th instant, ar
written permission from some commandin»; a fellow workman of the latter, named Gilie,
civil officers, to do all in their power to ap sion of about 150 guns, principally fowling rived in this city early this morning. She officer of a military post.
° said, ‘one cannot tell what good fortune it
prehend and bring to justice the persons pieces. They then left the house for the street, brings the important intelligence of the total
ALEXANDER MACOM B,
may bring- I will advance the postage for
defeat
of
the
federal
army
under
Urrea
and
concerned in those unlawful proceedings. moving toward the quays, on reaching which
Maj. Gen. Commanding-in-Chief.
you.’ The packet was opened, and the aston
Mejia,
and
the
death
of
the
latter.
We
have
1 he Sheriff bad also issued a notice forbid they divided into several parties, and proceed
By command of the General,
ishment of the poor man may be conceived,
Edmund Scuri ver, Capi, and A. A. Gen. when he read a decree of a French Court of
ding the repetition of the riotous assembla ed to make simultaneous attacks on the posts been favored with the following extract of a
letter
which
we
hasten
to
lay
before
our
ges which had been held in Smithfield, and of the National Guards at the Hotel de Ville, readers :
Police, informing him that his father Lefebvre,
s'
and the posts of troops of the line at the Place’
Florida Election.—There appears to be no was the sole heir of Marshal Lefebvre, duke of
that persons so assembling, and by speeches
“ Sacrificios, May 7th, 1839.
de Chatelet and the Palais de Justice, oppo
doubt
of
the
re-election
to
Congress
of
Down

Danzic, and that be had only to come and re
and otherwise endeavoring to create riot, site the flower market, all of which, having
Yesterday an express arrived here with the
Returns from thir ceive the eight millions (£32,000) ¡eft by his
disturbances and breaches of the peace’ no warning or expectation of any popular intelligence of the complete discomfiture of ing, the loco candidate.
teen counties give Baltzell 1576 votes, and illus.tiious relative. Lefebvre, the father, im
generals Mejia and Urrea. The former has Downing 1264.
would be apprehended and dealt with, with commotion, were easily disarmed.
The counties to be heard mediately sat out for Paris accompanied by a
Urrea
the utmost severity of the law.
The men who assailed the two last then been shot by order of Santa Anna.
from, it is expected, will give heavy loco ma good lawyer.
The Affair of the French Ministry re advanced to the Prefecture of Police, but and Escalapa have fled. The battle was jorities.
found the gates closed and strongly guarded fought at Acajete in the environs of Puebla. '
mained without much apparent change.
It is current as an anecdote in New York,
by the Municipal Guards, warning there oi Gen. Valencia commanded the government
Melancholy A fatal accident occurred in that a year or two ago a country cousin ap
Boston Daily Adv.
their approach having been received. They troops. We rejoice at this defeat, as the fedBoston, on Wednesday, to a lad named Mar plied to a friend in power for assistance to a
then returned ro their confederates on the eial party has, for a long time, impeded the
Fery late and importantfrom England.
cellus Copeland, about fifteen years old He berth in the corporation’s gift. He was ac
march
of
commercial
affairs.
”
,
Place de Greve, in front of the Hotel de Ville,
was preparing to discharge a small cannon cordingly set to work at one dollar and a half
■—The Great Western steam ship arrived at who were endeavoring to raise barricades at
Nev/ York on Friday evening in thirteen the approaches, and particularly that from the
A Man Killed by a Shark.—Extract of a which he had previously loaded with frag per day, and m a few months called again up
days and eight hours, having left Bristol on Quai Pelletier, by overturning two omnibuses letter from a young seaman, to his parents, ments of slate, and accidentally communicat on his friend to inform him he was going out
’ ed fire to the charge before he was ready, and to Harlem to make his first payment upon a
the afternoon of May ¿8, it being the and laying them across the entrance. These dated
received the whole of it in his thigh The house and lot he had purchased. ‘ How ?
shortest voyage from Europe to Awerica ev proceedings had taken up some time, and
Matanzas, April 15.
shock to his constitution, and the bleeding said the other, ‘ how is this ; did you not tell
meanwhile
it
had
been
found
possible
to
is

“ A melancholy affair occurred here yes consequent on so serious an injury, caused me you were poor ?’ ‘ Yes.’ ‘ And have you
er made. By this arrival and by the two
packets which arrived at New York on sue orders from the Prefecture of Police; sev terday. A man at work in a small boat along his death within about an hour from the time saved money to buy a house on a dollar and
eral
detachments
of
horse
and
foot
Municipal
side one of the steamboats in the harbor, was it happened. He was the only son of Mr. a half a day ?’ The other laughed and after
Thursday, we have London news sixteen
Guards were called out, and by 4 o’clock ad
days later than has before been given to our vanced by different points to the Place de sitting on the gunwale, which caused her to Seth Copehind, and a promising youth.
some hesitation answered,—1 1 will tell you
and to the astonishment of all who
what it is sir—that was a plaguy good berth
readers, embracing a period of much inter Greve. As soon as their approach became heel
witnessed the catastrophe, a large shark
Thaddeus
Stevens-Tbe
Consummation
of
theyou gave me—1 got a dollar and a half from
est, and events of great importance.
known to the insurgents, those who were sprang up and took him from the boat and he
Outrage.—the Harrisburg House of Re»- the city—then the contractor gave me two dol
The Queen, it is stated, was much affect armed went out to meet them, and defend the was seen no more.
resentatweson Monday, Mr. Higgins from lars a day, to watch the sub-contractors, and
ed on learning the determination of Minis central point ot the Hotel de Ville.
“ The next day a shark was taken, meas the Committee appointed to inquire into the they gave me two dollars more not to watch
A detachment of the mounted Municipal uring-13 feet, but probably was not the one
ters to resign, and was desirous of sending to
right of Mr. Stevens to a seat, made a report them.’ No wonder he could buy real estate.
Lord Normanby to form a new administra Guards was the first to sustain their fire, as it that took the man. They opened him and concluding “ that Mr. Stevens has resigned
debouched from the Rue des Arois. The head found in him a beef’s head with horns on.
tion. Lord Melbourne advised, her to call of this party had reached the top of the Rue
ed his seat by a certain letter to his constitu
Mr. Biddle, the late President of the United
in the Duke of Wellington and place the de la Vannerie, a short distance from the You may judge the size of the monster’s ents—that this is the proper mode of resigna- otates Bank, possesses the most extensive
mouth from the contents ofhis stomach.”
tion-and that his refusal to take his seat be giapeiy in the dbuntry. It covers seven acres
government in his hands.
This advice Quay, when a discharge of fire arms laid two
fore, confirms this view of the case.” The re
.1^rf),n ,'b tbe confectioners of New’
she complied with.
On Wednesday, the of the leading men low. At this moment oili
War.-—War has been well called a des port instructs the Speaker to issue his warrant * ouk, I hiladelphia and Baltimore, are sup
Duke of Wellington, by command, waited er detachments of the Municipal Guards made
plied with an article immeasurably superior
on the Queen, and declaring his opinion then appearance at different points, and some troyer—it revels upon blood and treasure. M’amWe ot,0n.in ,he County of
Mr. 1. S. Cunningham said he expected to
that the prinje minister should be a person shots were exchanged, but without any fatal The mighty inroads which it makes upon present a counter report, and he moved that to any imported. Mr. B. intends to show
that white grapes of the choicest kinds, may
holding a seat in the House of Commons, consequences on either side. The rioters the finances of a nation, may be seen by the resolution be postponed until Wednes be reared so cheaply as to become the com
gradually abandoned the Quay and the Place the following table of the expenditures of
day, which was agreed to.
recommended to entrust the formation of de Greve, and withdrew in the direction of
mon dessert at every farmer’s table. The
the government to Sir Robert Peel, but ex- the Rue St. Avoye. The Municipal Guards the British Government for six succes
The correspondent of the Philadelphia In  choicest vines from Europe, are first started
piessed his own readiness to serve her either then occupied the Place de Greve and all the sive years, ending with the battle of Wa quirer says that Mr. Fisher, on the part
afterwards
part of
or m a• hot- house, and «nei
warns transplanted
himself and all the members of the minority,
mi,
an” ,niJred to open field culture.
in or out of office.
On the same day Sir avenues to the river between the Pont au terloo, which gave peace to Europe :
presented to the House a protest to the vote
Robert received the Queen’s commands ; Change and Pont au Bles.
Periods.
Expenditure.
and conduct of the House in reference to the
" Big Organ.-Wr. Henry Erban has con
Great agitation, we learn, reigned at this
and on Thursday submitted to her the fol
1810
¿£89,1 10,145
seat of Mr. Stevens, and the same was structed and put up in the St. Mary’s (Ro
lowing list of names for the principal seats time in the quarters St. Martin, St.'Denis, and
1811
entered
upon
the
journal.
The
protest
was
92,190,699
man Catholic) Church, Philadelphia, an OrMontmartre, where, however, nothing'had
m the cabinet:
1812
at length and drawn with great ability. It ?r
i an’
104,421,528
occurred, except the plundering of Messrs.
1 ‘S Said to be the lai’gest in the
1813
Lord Chancellor, Lord Lyndhurst.
shows clearly the unconstitutional conduct of United States. The dimensions are 20 feet
120,952,657
Lepages shop, and the agitators, amounting
the majority.
1814
President of the Council, * Duke of Wel to between 3G0 and 400, were marched in a
acrossthe front, 15indepth, and the entire
116,483,889
1815
lington.
long straggling file, without order, toward the
,e^nnn feieL Ti,ie cost oi the Histrumeiit
116,491,051
The circumstances at Boston, of two men Is $6000. It weighed 14 tons.
First Lord of the Treasury, and Chan Boulevards by the narrow streets to the right
whose lives had been saved by an intrepid
cellor of the Exchequer, Sir Robert Peel of the Rue St. Martin.
£639,009,988
Pro^mng-.-The Louisville Journal say»
Irishmen who stopped the unfortunate horse
Towards 6 o’clock the centre of the riots
Foreign Secretary, Earl of Aberdeen
A very large proportion of this 639 mil that was running to destruction with them that a waggish fellow has applied to Mr. Ken
was
confined
to
the
lower
parts
of
the
quar

Colonial Secretary, Lord Stanley.
lions of money, wrung from the people of before a broken wagon, and who gave the enor dall for the office of Postmaster of that city,
ters of St. Martin and St. Denis, and Mont
Home Secretary, Sir James Graham.
Great Britain, and irretrievably lost, was mous, the immense, indeed we might add the promising that if appointed, he will steal Ml
martre,
between
the
quaysand
the
line
form

Reports of these, and other Ministerial
ed liy the passages du Samnon, du Commerce, squandered in prosecuting the Peninsular vast and stupendous sum of SIX CENTS ' ' the money that comes into the office, and share
for the deliverance—reminds us of a remark the “ spoils equally with Amos.
ofThurXT 9ppeared in the newsPapers
G>and Cerf, Bourg l’Abbe, and Saucede, war !
which Burns is said to have made when a
and the Rues Montmartre and St. Avove. Bar
Cape Cod, says the Yarmouth Register, is
Sir Robert Peel, in submitting these ar- ricades were formed in the Rue St. Denis,
oyMtt/rz7w/.--Wesee it stat man who had been saved from drowning on
the coast of Scot and, gave a similar sum for the best ship harbor on the coast of New Eng
ranSemen,stt)Jhe Queen, signified to her near the church de St. Leu, with a fiacre and ed that a lady in a neighboring State has his rescue from death » Let him give what
land. It is easy of access, contains a sufficient
that he should suggest no change in the la- an omnibus both at the corner of the Rues I[applied for a divorce from her husband
he thinks right ” said Robie ; “ the fellow depth of water for the largest ships, and is
d'es ofthe household, who were below the ratsed°auhff an<1 Tl5l,eto,lne ? others were because he would always insist upon lick
is certainly the best judge of the value of his safe, let the winffblow from what point of the
At n m ,enl po,,,ts of the Rne
Mar
rankof a lady ofthe bedchamber; but that fin
Poulson s American Advertiser.
compass it may. It affords every convenience
tin. At half past 6 the barricade in the Rue ing the cork of the molasses jug when she own life.
w.th respect to the superior clas^ of ladies
for a watering station, pure fresh water being
unstopped it' !
What would our divorce
nni-e w<>s,atfacked and carried by the
holding office, he deemed it important fiist battalion
of the Grenadiers of the 3d Le committee think of such a cause as this?
Extraordinary.-\ fish was can„bt j obtained in abundance from the wells sunk in
that some change should be made, as con gion of National Guards, followed by a de- We believe, they refuse a divorce unless ournveron Thursday last, which, on be- the village of Provincetown. A survey has
veymg an intimation of the Queen’s confi ^ehment of the 15th regiment of the line.i the husband actually licks the wife herself mg opened, was found to contain two hun- oh
reference
dence and support. The Queen on Thurs M. Ledoux, a National Guard, was killed.and which is much worse than licking the
’
a .jve
number
of
mo

c/arn
Supping
them
tQ
h
been
several
persons
were
arrested
at
this
point.
day, sent a note to Sir Robert Peel in
lasses stopple.— Northern Courier.
At about 8 o’clock the National Guards and
d,Ty s,ze’there vvoul(l have bee” We le^rnP?chtsfromnEu^pe via Halifax.—
forming him that she had considered his
troops of the line were under arm Z S ent
Transcriptf that
between four and five bushels! Such a Mr Cnn 2'0mi
proposal to remove the ladies of the bed
.
-There is no vice so mean, so maw is without precedent. The quahogs packet« i ’n‘Ile M.a‘! Co"’’™or, has five
chamber and that she could not consent to a numbers along the Boulevards, the quays
Place Carrousel, and in various parts of the pitiful, so contemptible as that of lying
ve ieen left at this office, to satisfy any packets bmldmg-three to run across the
ourse which she conceived to be contrary capital near the scene of the disorders. No
ifi v
’i0”6
P y be,ween Boston and Hal
3’ “sfr Rbiib W11S
S disturbances, however, were known to occur He who permits himself to tell a lie once’ person as to the facts above stated.
ifax, and one between Pictou and Quebec.
hods it much easier to do it a second and
Providence Journal.
iCPftngs. Sir Robert replied in a note, re- in any of these great thoroughfares. We ob 1
Portland Advertiser.
capitulatmg the substance of his verbal ^ved that the posts at ail the guard-houses ithud time till at length it becomes habitu
Sir Walter Scott, fur the whole of his
E«Tstburn;ofBos(^J^s"hrpress an an.
eie doubled, and in some cases tripled, the (al ; he tells lies without attending to it, and writings, now comprised in eighty vol
truths without the world’s believing him.
rrur Dr* Channing’s Letter to the Hom
umes, received not less than <£250,000.
Mr. Clay, on the Slavery Question.
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GREAT FRESHET—LOSS OF PROP
The London Morning Advertiser of April
ERTY.
A REMARKABLE CURE OF
29, has the following paragraph relating to
OBITUARY.
The rain fell nearly every day last week the boundary question : —
and raised the Kennebec to an unusual
“ With respect to the boundary question . DIED In this town, on Wednesday eveBY THE USE OF
for height. During Thursday night the water there are speculations afloat in the city that mng lash-after a protracted and painful illness, DR. JEBB’S
RHEUMATIC LINI
rose much more than was anticipated, and our government is ready to give compensa —Capt. Iobias Lord, aged 26 years.
In this town, on Sunday afternoon ' last sud
MENT.
'‘■' 'bed a fund of
^'ave ^■'on£res®‘n'en an^ members of the State Leg- at four o’clock in the morning began to run tion to America, to obtain the line marked
1 "* his debts, in a?.’0?0 ¿Js,ature are nearly complete. Only one Gon- over the top of the guard gate into the Ca out by the King of the Netherlands, and with denly, Mr. Ammi Young, aged 39 years.
In Saco, 29th ult. Hon. Joseph Leland, aged
Copy of a Letter / /
0,000 as a contingem''o i^essional ^strict remains to be heard from, nal of the Kennebec Locks and Canal Com many this idea was strengthened to-day, by 82 years. Mr. L. served during the’whole
side.
This
however the fact that Mr. Stevenson, the American term of the Revolutionary war. He wa.s highly Charlestown, (Mass.) June 23, 1827'.
• nc? from all
II Ibut«. three
L
TY
1
ihave pany on the
tiiw west
vvual olvlt/«
A IJIS iicJVVevei
J1 ml, hut, as Mr. Webs!?!' ^nd «’eturns
Delegates
e
i
--------- —
•™
-- *-•»
v •«■
■injury,
a, j j * J J but, Minister, yesterday visited the
riqier tosieD Z:
have done
no
atenal
the Chancel- respected as a citizen.
To the Proprietor of Dr. Jebb’s Liniment.
ls quite exte”.^7 ai"> c0|ltbeen
1>een received.
recerved- The whigs
wings and conservatives |¡some
some part of the canal wall below the dam j; lor of the Exchequer at his official residence,
Dear Sir—I deem it a duty I owe to
'Vere true, it would Cre<llted, |j,a ve §a*ned two members of Congress, two nnd above the guard gate was so imperfectly i; after having had a long conference with the
SHIP NEWS,
suffering humanity, to acquaint you, and
’" Mr. Webster,' ib^Vf'p601 !'?5tate Senators’and wiI* probably hold thei
' water through*- it, Foreign Secretary.”
ieir constructed as 10 admit the
through you the public, (should you think
KENNEBUNK, JUNES, 1839.
^•■d to present him u Jli7lWwn m the House of Delegates ;_t'-- - - and the wall on the river side having been
best) of the unexpected and surprising cure
-wn m me House ot Delegates ;-there is no j battered down by the ice in the January
Seizure of Fishermen.—Ot.tr correspondent
™ >eany crime ut [
oubt that there will be a whig and qonser- ! freshet, and thus left in a very exposed, con at Castine under date of May 30, writes :—
performed on myself by the use of the aicdly not.
8
Ar. at Saco, 31st ult , schs. Agricola, Gordon.
I have
'°t tny fortune to be ti,
' ative majority on joint ballot of the two dition, the water had made such a breach u Arrived this day, British schooner Emery, Boston ; Tryali, Pendleton, Marblebead ; 1st bove most excellent Medicine.
over and through the naked bank of earth, ' Hilton, five days from Yarmouth, N. S. hav- ’ inst. sch. Polly, Ewer, Dennis. Sailed, 30lh been for more than thirty years, and some
ranches of the next Legislature.
Mr. Webster, noi'mn
before it was discovered, that it obtained the J ing on board eleven passengers, crews of ult. sch. Mercator, Smith ; Isabella, Stevenson ; times most severely, afflicted with the Rheu
T'amted with him • bll
MEMBERS OF CONGRESS.
mastery over the few persons who attempted i schooners Java, Jonesboro,’ and Magnolia! Phaeton, Moor; Satelite, Hill; Packet, Hill ;
>
<m the very best
Whigs.—Henry A. Wise ; John Taliaferro; to stop it. In a short time the canal wall and Independence of Vinalhaven, their ves-| Mayflower, Emery—all for Boston ; Henry, Hill, matism ; have been frequently7 rendered per
fectly helpless, and in consequence confined
"e farthing has been snh«1"?H
L M. T. Hunter ; Charles F. Mercer ; Rich- was so undermined as to lead sideways to-1 seis having been seized by the authorities of j New York ; Tabitha, Philbrick, Portsmouth; to my bed, when it 'has required two per
wards
the
river,
and
thus
caused
the
water
!
the
Province
of
Nova
Scmia,
for
an
alleged
I
^solution
Merryman,
Bath;
1st
inst.
sch.
rd W. Barton; John M. Botts; John T. to press open one of the gates.
,o Imrope. ||(, '
sons to move me, being in such extreme
In a-shortl breach
..... ...........
.............
of the
law, being in the harbor” of Agricola Gordon,.boston.
'""‘Is, and ti r ^^Hlill, (gain ;) James Garland, (Con. ;) William time the water was pouring with great force ! .................
Tusket Isle,¡ ~
Bay
( of Fundy.
\. The fishermen L A.r> at Newburyport,; 1st, sch. Jane-Bourne, pain ; I have several limes been under the
ew weeks, sold his
e'Ml^. Goggin, (gain ;) George W. Hopkins, through the breach into the main river, and
care ofthe most eminent physicians, but
1
state that
they were under the necessity of Perkins, Fredericksburg.
• House, Boston, k)rthe
Ar. at New-York, 28th ult. brig Cadmus, procured only temporary relief.
thus the breach continued to widen rapidly, making the harbor for the purpose of proI one day
ousand dollars. jt U11. 'U'"s"’
until before night the bank between the ca curit; , water, and while there were taken by Hutchings-, Ponce,16.
notice^ the advertisement of Dr. Jebb’s Lin
"tin me to say ev^d. « Van Buren men.—Joel Hollermen, (gain ;)
Sid. from Richmond, 29th ult. sch. Nile, Bell,
nal and the river was swept* away down to
Cutter from Halifax, and their vessels Boston.
iment, with the1 testimonials accompanying
' slate the fact oCSa|e 18 ¡jancis E. Rives; John W. Jones; Linn the mills. The heavy stone walls on which ahauled
up and stripped.
it; and was'induced to try a bottle, which I
At
Matanzas,
'20th
ult.
barques
Diantha,
i >anks ; George C. Drotngoole; Green B. the mills were erected seemed to interpose a
“ Ought not-our government to have one Williams, Europe, Idg. ; Bohemia, Nason, Ham used without much sensible benefit. I con
larnuel; Robert Craig ; Lewis Steenred ; barrier to the current, but they were under of our arfned vessels stationed on the burg,
23d.
cluded, however, to persevere, and bought
mined in succession on Saturday, and late ground for the protection of our fishermen
Walter Coles ; Andrew Beirne.
At the Clyde, 10th May, brig Horace, White, another bottle, and was greatly relieved,
in the afternoon the last section of the mills while the boundary question is pending—as New Orleans.
ffisnnville, nt Mtssissip.,; h 7
"k' the public inthehn! * Barton s election is not admitted by his po- went down with a tremendous crash; and that is probably what has occasioned' this
At Havana,8th ult. ship York, for Cowes, rea and by the use of naif the third bottle, was
wholly cured, and have never since’ had a
I hallamillion ofdo||ars N.?i tical opponents. Lucas, the opposing can floated away. Meantime the water had trouble ?”
dyMadison County Bank J1 “Ididate, has a majority of 2, but the Sheriff beeiï wearing for itself a prodigious chasm
Ar. at Havre. 8th ult. ships Propontis, Nason, return ofthe pain, which I had not been free
[Another letter from Castine states that
into the west bank ofthe river, being turned the schooners were seized for setting herring New-Orleans ; Grand Turk, Thompson, Charles from a month at a time for thirty years, and
aving proof that two men voted twice for
M«ne.v,„sllersi J iucas gave the certificate of election to Bar- out of its course by the Dam, which still nets at Tuskets, in violation of treaty stipula ton.
it is now more than three years since 1 was
stands firm, and will soon be high and dry, tions bet ween Great Britain and the United
wnra,° "'"I wow ■
cured. I would most earnestly advise eve
i>n. The Whigs feel confident that he will the river having made a new channel around States.]—-Co urier.
Cork, April 20—The Caroline, Jenkins, from
Liverpool for New York, is to be sold, being ry person suffering under this painful com
it. Not less than four and perhaps five acres
i e admitted to a seat.
Unfit for repairs. Her cargo, salt, is re-shipping, plaint, not to despair ofacureso long as
Melancholy Disaster at Niagara Falls.—The on board the Gov. Douglas for New York. they can obtain “ Dr. Jebb’s Liniment.”
it the state. Even tta 1j 1,1I 1 he re-election of Wise, by a vote near- of land have been carried away by thé river,
leavinga precipitous bank in some places Buffalo Commercial of Monday states that
Jiul.se Mi'Kiuley had J"
>y » Ma,-si,,,! ,,f .heDia'i J unanimous, must be exceedingly annoying seventy-five or eighty feet high. One ac Dr. Hungerford of Troy, was instantly killed^ [This brig (the C.) formerly of Kennebunk, You are at liberty to make any use of this
was sold to a New York house about 6 months
the Van Buren men, who are continually quainted with the localities would be aston that morning at the falls of Niagara., In since.]
as you may think advisable.
—Boston Adv.
esses cannot . ............... .
ished to learn that the river has actually un company with Lindsey, the guide, he had
(
enouncing
him
as
a
murderer,
and
pouring
Most respectfully, your§,
J "ll*
’lieir mightSD(i^
CALEB SYMMES.
Hut upon him the coarsest epithets which our dermined the old mansion of the late Judge descended the Biddle staircase on the Amer
state of Maine.
Portland Adv.
Bridge.
This once beautiful . place, sur
To the foregoing testimony, many other
tnguage furnishes. His re-election, by so rounded by large trees, gravel walks, shrub ican side, and was standing near the wa Resolve proposing an amendment ofthe Con
stitution of the State.
unquestionable proofs might be added, in
i S/eamer Robert F.Stoektoo,* ecided a vote, must be as gratifying to him bery, &c. with a broad street below it, and a ter, when a mass of rock, weighing several
tons, fell from the bank above, a height of
ESOLVED, Two thirds of both Houses favour ofthe superior Liniment of Dr. Jebb.
New York W(, |)ave l)q(ihc
;
garden
on
the
opposite
side
between
the
»reiioiitti5 ’s mortifying to his revilers.
some 150 feet, directly upon him.
Lindsey
ofthe Legislature concurring, that the Nothing but a fair trial, which the proprie
e Atlanta with the aid of safe J
street and the river, is now dismantled—a
Constitution of the State be amended by strik
e being shipped by atioille[ J State Senate.—Last year there was a heap of ruins, overhanging a huge precipice suffered a severe contusion on his left arm,
tor confidently solicits, can give an adequate
but
was
not
otherwise
injured.
ing out the fourth section ofthe sixth article idea of its unrivalled efficacy, in mitigating,
t more than thirty tons M J ran Buren majority of 6 in the Senate, near a hundred feet high, with the waiter
thereof, and substituting in the room thereof,
roaring and foaming at its base. The house
ys mi her passage. The Coni '’his year of 2 only.
Fatal Affray.—The Natchez Courier of thp words following, viz : “ Section 4. All ju and thoroughly mastering, the excruciating
remarks that so dangerouswasi House of Delegates.—The Richmond of E, T. Bridge, Esq. at the foot of the
May 20, gives the revolting particulars of' a dicial officers, now in office, or who may be disease, to which it has been successfully ap
ng considered, on accountofberj.i Vhig publishes returns from all but three dis- hill, has also been undermined and tumbled
The opera
deadly
affray, and the circumstances which hereafter appointed, shall from and after the plied in a multitude of cases.
into the river, as well as a stable on the
size and peculiar construct^.ii ids, which give the following result :
bank ofthe canal. Of course the road is led to it,, between a Mr. Leigh, a sou of Wat first day of March, in the year eighteen hun tion ofthe Liniment is often immediate; and
nander, Captain Crane, hadso®
j
Whigs
67
gone for two or three hundred yards, and kins Leigh, of Virginia, and Fielding Davis, dred and forty, hold their offices for the term it has frequently cured rheumatic affections
in finding a crew to nnvigaieher,.
Conservatives
9
there is now no passage for carriages.up the in which Mr. Leigh was shot through the bo of seven years from the time of their respec of years standing, \nfour and twenty hours.
ted, however, so adnnfabH
t
Loco Focos
55 ,
Sidney
road, except by a back road up the dy and expired shortly after. Davis was ar tive appointments (unless sooner removed by It is also recommended with confidence, as
j came out in her would wife
rested, and admitted to bail in the sum of impeachment or by address of both branches
I
One
of
the
districts
to
he
heard
steep
hill
on the Mill Brook.
from
reone of the best applications known for
ter.—Ibid.
•'
815,000. The affair occurred at Woodville, ofthe Legislature to
Executive) and no
We
hear
ol
no
damage
any
where
on
the
irned a whig last year—and two, Van Bustiffness
of the joints, numbness, sprains,
in
Wilkinson
county,
Miss.
longer, unless re-appointed thereto.” '
river below this breach. Jt was apprehend
men.
me ago, a package charged^
Resolved, That the Selectmen of the several and chilblains.
ed that the draining off the pond would flow
lage, was received at BrunswitL
Price 50 cents, with direction^.
The Legislature of Alabama recently pass towns, Assessors of the several plantations,
some parts of the lower street in Hallowell
man in poor ciremnsianfies,^ The Season, in this vicinity, is :somewhat
and
Aidermen
of
the
cities,
are
hereby
em

ed
a
law,
making
the
punishment
for
an
as

Corn has generally <come "P and Augusta and Gardiner, but it has not sault, without just cause, upon a slave by any powered and directed to notify the inhabit
He was not able to pay the|» ack ward.
done so. In fact the water, though still
is son,jo whom it was afieiwjkell, but looks yellow and sickly. A few funning over the dam yesterday, had fallen person other thim his master or overseer, ants of said towns, plantations and cities, in
OR INDIGESTION.
as on the point of refusing ii,i*ilays, however, like yesterday, will give it a four or five feet below the dam, from which the same as if committed upon a white per the manner prescribed by law, at their next
HIS prevalent disorder, as it exhibits
annual meeting in September, to give in their
vork itian of the latter, iiaineiltt
. , ...
.
„
, ,
son.
it
is
clear
that
though
the
breach
has
made
’
teener
and
healthier
'cniin.4 icll „h„i „00,1 f0„Jree"er °"'1
line. Grass looks
itself in its customary symptoms of
votes upon the following question, viz:— J
for itself a very wide channel, it has not
1 * 1 will advance the postagth!*16^-‘d,e I,rosPect f°r a" abundant crop made a deep one. Indeed it has al
A man by the name of Williams, died re “ Shall (he Constitution of the State be so a- want of appetite, distressing jlatulencies,
packet was opened,and tiiee ever was better. Fruit trees have blos- ready exposed a ledge of rocks but a few cently at Catskill, from drinking,' on a bet, mended as to strike out the fourth section of heart-burn, pain in the stomach, sick head
half pints of clear spirits, principally the 6th article, and substitute in the room ache, nausea, vomiting and tostiveness,
I the poor man may be conceirelhrned very well. The late heavy rains and feet below the present level of the water, five
■
'riiiiilr'l T 1^™flf,|old weather have been unfavorable for the and far above the common level ofthe river. whiskey, in the space of thirty minutes. A thereof the words following ? viz :. “ Sec. 4. is now found to yield to tlw tried efficacy of
oiniing him that Ins father Lefebvre.
. c
...
This ledge may be of great importance as a short time after drinking the spirits, he com All judicial officers, now in office, or who may
le heir of Marshal Lefebvre,illil/OWth ofgarde" vegetables, hut a few days foundation for mills. The Dam stands en plained of being sleepy, and was led to’ the be hereafter appointed, shall from and after DR. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPE
CIFIC,
id that he had only toconieandiT favorable weather will bring them fer tire, and a large part of the western abut carriage-house of the tavern, where the bet the first day of March, in the year eighteen
AND
fight millions (£32,000) Mt Wizard rapidly. . Upon ttile
’.. whole,
L.L, /the bus- ment, notwithstanding the torrent of water came off’, when he soon fell asleep, and hundred and forty, hold their offices for the
term of seven years from the time of their re
ANTI-BILI OUS PILLS.
shortly after died.—Boston Daily Adv.
relative. Lefebvre, the fiiiher,iibtJln<liiiuiJ has no cause for complaint,. The pouring around the end of it.
spective appointments, (unlesssooner remov
These two preparations combined, Con
The immense chasm which has been
^at out 01 dl19 accoiCl,'111ie,^Jlreenswa|.,| all(i t|ie ploughed land promSale of Lumber.—Thé amount of lumber ed by impeachment, or by address of both stitute an efficacious remedy for the Dys
made by the water, though now considered
ie to reward his labors abundantly.
__ ____
a misfortune, may turn out in the end to be surveyed and sold from the opening of the branches of the.Legislature to the Executive,) pepsia, even after it has acquired the most
and no longer, unless reappointed thereto.”
the very thing that was wanted, to make a river to the present time, (about six weeks)
rent as an anecdote in New W,
’
Resolved, That the inhabitants of said towns, obstinate character, and resisted every ef
• or two ago a country cousinA severe hail storm was experienced in perfectly secure site for mills, out of the is 14,990,964 feet. This is beyond the cal
plantations
and cities, shall vote by ballot up fort of professional skill. When both med
friend in power for assistance (nA "ne. Arundel County, Md.on the 28th ult. reach ofthe current ofthe river ; and if the culations of the most sanguine, who have es on said questions ; those in favor of said a- icines are administered in connection accord
io corporation’s gift. He wwn Friendship, a small village in the county, dam continues to stand, as it promises to do timated that the amount for the whole sea mendment, expressing it by the word Fes, up ing to plain and particular Directions ac-^
son would not go beyond 50,000,000, but at
set to work at one dollar ftii(laliii3vera| wheat fields were cut to pie- at present, the erection of mills on the this rate it will far exceed this estimate.
on their ballots, and those opposed to the a- ; companying the Vegetable Specific, they
id in a few months calleda®im
. .
. .
. .
. ., . ledge will be neither difficult nor expensive,
mendment, expressing it by the word No, up j thoroughly cleanse the alimentary canal of
Bangor Democrat.
.
..
...
es tobacco beds ruined ; barns, out-build- nor subject to casualties, as they will have
nd to inform Inin be wasgomgoit
.
’
on their ballots.
I that viscid mucus which is the proximate
still
water
both
above
and
below
them.
—
to make his first paymentnp»MSs and chimneys blown down and winResolved, That the Selectmen, Assessors and
In a recent trial in this city, where a wo
cause of the disorder, and as a tonic and
I lot he had purchased. ‘Mows demolished ; fences and trees pros- There is room for twenty saw mills between
Aidermen
shall
preside
at
said
meetings,
re

the abutment and the shore, and a canyl be man was concerned, Mr. Sprague remarked, ceive. count and declare the votes in open stimulant, they restore the healthy action and
iher, ‘how is this; did yoy notlellraled ; hogs and calves killed, &c. &c.
low can be made afterwards when wanted. that women, when good, were better than meeting ; and the Clerks of said towns, plan- ! energy of the stomach, and strengthen the
ere poor ?’ ‘ Yes.’ ‘ And havej«
-------------------------men, and when bad, were worse than men, as
........................
...... of said jI -L...'..
___ 2 -j
.....,r.„¥ ......
and .cities
shall make „a record
debilitated
system. The proprietor can also
ley to buy a house on adollarstl We learn from the Salem Register that So alsb the canal on the east side, which is the sweetest things when soured made the talions
proceedings and of the number of votes, in j confidently recommend the Vegetable Spey ?’ 'I'he other laughedtiniA^o^ooo-.OOO of the Eastern Rail Road uninjured, can be indefinitely extended.
sharpest
vinegar.
—
Olive
Branch.
The freshet has brought down logs in pro
th’e presence of the Selectmen, Assessors and cificns, one of the best remedies known for
ation nnsweied,— 1 will teb™.oc|i was subscribed for, bv citizens of digious numbers.
For two days the river
str—that was a [ifagtiy gooilMJ
Aldermen, aforesaid, and transmit a true and the Sick’ Headache.
" '
was
(till
of
them.
There
has
also
been
a
ne-1 not a dollar and a half
the last weekattested copy7 of said record, sealed up, to the
Price 50 cents each article, with direc
TO PAHENTS1
freshet on the Penobscot, but that river, un
Secretary of State, and cause the same to be
lii'ii the comr.ctor gave
..
7
7n
the following
towa.rh >liesub-™mraw>il The Van Buren County Committee, for like the Kennebec, overflows its banks in
delivered to said Secretary on or before the tions.
so
many
places
that
freshets
do
less
injury
on
me two dollars more iiol lofflit^ork, have published a call for a County
DR. WM. EVANS’ CELEBRATED SOOTH first Wednesday of January next.
it, the swamps and low grounds on its banks ING SYRUP, FOR CHILDREN TEETHING.
(t/6* BRITISH ANTICEPTIC^
Resolved, That the Secretary of State shall
o wonder he could buy realesMiConvention at Alfred, on the 4th day of Ju- serving as reservoirs ofthe surplus water.
cause this Resolve io be published in al! the
utdehtifrise.
--------------- -., r y next.
The mills which were swept off on Satur FillH-IS infallible rfemedy has preserved hun- newspapers printed in the Slate, for three For cleansing^ whitening, and preserving
dreds
of
children,
when
thought
past
re

lie, the late PresidentoftheUmH
day were just finished by Mr. McDaniel, an
the Teeth and Gums.
tk, possesses the most extew* (j^’Several ofthe loco fuco papers in this excellent mechanic and worthy man, who we covery, from convulsions. As soon as the Sy tnonlhs at least before the second Monday of
HE
BRITISH
ANTICEPT1C
the (Aiuntry. It coverssevenw^;tale have published an article intended to hope will not stiffer ultimate loss. They rup is rubbed on the gums, the child will recov September next, and also cause copies there
DENrI IFRICE, which the present
From it. the eonfectionei’itoffecieen the administration of Martin Van Bti- were first rate saw mills, and had no acci er. This preparation is so innocent^ so effica of, witli a suitable form of a Return to be sent
cious, and so pleasant tbat .no child will refuse to forthwith to the Selectmen of all the towns,
proprietor wishes most particularly to rec
ndelphia and Baltimore, Ms"I''ph from the charge of extravagance. The dent happened, six saws would have been let its gums be rubbed with it. When infants and to the Assessors of all the plantations,
an article imtrieasurahlysoji*pticle to which we allude tries to get over in operation this week.
Scarcely a vestige are at the age of four months, though there is and to the Aldermen of all the cities in the ommend to the attention of the public, is
lorted. Mr. B. intends to sl#he difficulty by enumerating a string of'ob- of them or their loumiation now remains, and no appearance of teeth, one bottle of the Syrup State. And said Secretary shall, as early as perfectly exempt from all those acids which
grapes ofthe choicest kinds, whets for which the funds of the Government if the river continues to run where it does should be used on the gums, to open the pores. may be, in the next session ofthe Legislature, in general form the basis of tooth powders in
o cheaply as to become the e*,ave been paid, and then to escape by sta now, it will probably wear away a portion of Parents should never be without the Syrup in lay all such returns before said Legislature common use, and which, although they may
rt nt every farmer’s table. T^ing that the President did not and could the bank at every freshet. At present how the nursery where there are young children : for with an abstract thereof,showing the number whiten the teeth for a short time, must in
les from Europe, are first statrf ot spend the money of his bwn will, but on- ever it washes away very slow, having if a child wakes’in the night with pain in the and State ofthe votes.
evitably destroy the Enamel by their dele
nse and afterwards transptaHy by a vote.of Congress.
But are not the reached a bed of blue clay. It will not wi gums, the Syrup immediately gives ease by op
In the House of Representatives, March 12, terious action on this beautiful covering of
ening the pores and healing the gums—thereby
to open field culture.
Acts before the people, that a majority of den the channel much further down, as preventing Convulsions, Fevers, Ac.
1839, Read and passed—
the teeth.—The consequence is that the Enoth houses were
administration men, there is a ledge of rock opposite the mouth
ILFA severe case of Teething with Summer
H. HAMLIN, Speaker.
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Complaint, cured by the infallible American
In Senate, March 13, 1839.
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ture to protect the spongy and nertous in
Soothing Syrup of Dr. Wm. Evans. Mrs. M’Read and passed —
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ppropriations
a remarkable
The Norridge ivock Journal of 4th inst. Pherson, residing at No. 8 Madison street,
ternal structure, is rapidly corroded by these
JOB PRINCE, President.
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lcyl„Inong possessed
,
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ca„ |oco ¿poco
acid ingredients, becomes more discoloured
says the logs are running merrily on the Ken N. Y., called a few days since at the medical of
March 14, 1839. Approved.
is said to be tie » nn|$ ffltors muster brass enough to publish such
fice of Dr. Evans, and purchased a bottle of the
JOHN FAIRFIELD.
than ever, and exposes the inner portion of
es. The d""enslon , | entitituff, and hope by it to gull the people ? nebec, the main current of the river bein” Syrup for her child, who was suffering excrucia
the tooth to caries and a rapid and certain
ront, 15 in depth, at ^.^iKlth'ough these papers may publish a list of literally covered with them. The Kennebec ting pain during the process of dentition, being
decay. By the use of the British Anticep*
STATE CF MAINE.
set. The cost ol tie
ppropriations, if we understand the way is nearly as high as it was in the great freshet momentarily threatened with convulsions, its
tic Dentifrice, in the morning, as occasion
It weighed 14 tons.
hings are managed by the President, it does of’32. Lumber is in good demand and com bowels were exceeding loose, and no food could
Secretary’s Office, ?
be retained on the stomach. Almost immediate
may require, with a brush moderately hard,
Augusta, May 15, 1839.
y
“’ .’ fTTT"intimid st!*tot follow that the money goes to accotn- mands 83, at least, per thousand, more than ly on its application, the alarming symptoms ceas
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nr thattiffi d, else how happens it, that twenty thoiis- it did before the stock of last year went to the gums, the bowels in a short time became
will not only be prevented, but the teeth
office of J ostmuse .. |aj ntj dollars was not expended in running out market. The Journal thinks a large portion natural- As a tribute of gratitude for the bene copy of the original Resolve in this office, rendered beautifully
and permanently
and
in
pursuance
thereof
request
all
printers
bat if appointed, he
. ur North Eastern Boundary line ? Toe the of the timber is much superior this year to fit afforded the child, the mother freely sanction
of newspapers in this State, to publish the white, and the gums restored to that free
bat comes into the o >
^aik gen Jemen, and tell the people; or, if
ed publicity to the above. Pray be particular in
equally with Arnos.
Ou like another portion of the subject any what it has been for several years on the applying for Dr. WM. EVANS’ SOOTHING same “ for three months at least before the dom from soreness, that hardness and ef
Kennebec.
SYRUP, as there are several counterfeits ad second Monday of September next”—agree florescence which are the sure tests of
--- _ , Rpgistet,better, explain to the people how it happens
vertised. Principal Office, 100 Chatham Street. ably to the provision therein contained.
their healthy state, and the best guarantee
,says the Yarmouth
|jat a minority of Whigs could make approA. R. NICHOLS, Secretary of State.
of that natural fragrance of the breath
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Accidents.— Mr. Joseph Cook, of New
> harbor on the coast o
rjat-jons aB(| squeeze them by the Presidennsy of access, contains^
ve{o t|iat tj)e footstep-follower must Gloucester, was drowned on the 30th ult.
which can never be expected in connection
D. Remich, Kennebunk, Me. ;
S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
iter for the largest 8’'^L^ilii ®ve learned ere this.
with foul teeth, and scorbutic, unhealthy
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CERTAIN CURE FOR
HE UNIVERSAL ESTIMATION in
N LOW SPIRITS.—-Low spirits is’ a
which the celebrated LIFE PILLS
certain state of the mind accompanied
VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
and PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satis
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
proved by the experience of thousands to
HOME.
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and be, when properly persevered with, a certain factorily demonstrated by the increasing de
HIS filthy, infectious disorder, beit
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient cure in every form of the Only One Disease, mand for them in every State and section
In early days when childhood’s charms
ever so inveterate, may be cured ic
Hang sweetly round our happy hearts,
medical writers supposed this disease to be all having the sarne: origin, and invariably arise of the Union, and by the voluntary tes
one hour’s application by the use of
When love’s caress is wild and warm,
confined to those particular regions of the ab froth the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, timonials to their remarkable efficacy which
DUMFRIES’ OINTMENT,
And pure the joy that life imparts,
domen, technically called hypochondria, namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula are every where offered. It is not less from
When home is home, and friends, though few, which are situated on the right or left side ol tion of the BLOOD.
It is unrivalled for the pleasantness,ea$e
,____
r ogratifying
___ o
__________
v are
a deeply
confidence ___
that __
they
Watch o’er our weal with anxious eye—
In a period of little more than three years in 1 the meahs of extensive and inestimable good expedition, safety and certainty’ Wi||’
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
Tis then life wears its brightest hue,
the United States, they have
■ • afflicted
.. .................
fellow creatures, than which it produces a perfect cure of this hl
..... - restored to a statejif- among his
chondriasis.
And memory takes its deepest dye.
health i
u
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
Pro- ease. The Ointment is known to
rank and P™101' ot. th,ese P>-e-<hmne.nly sueceeshil: cerInii. and expeditious in its operation *
Long years may lift their leaden tramp,
symptoms are, flattilency in the stomach or incurable by physicians of the fiisl
f
And checker life with hopes and fears ;
on every
ever. other
olher j medicmes nt deS1rouS of keep,ng them eonff
e
one
.
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas standing, and in many cases when
Misfortune lights her lurid lamp,
before the -public eye. The sale of
. . . ,
,
,
.
c unJtlc^
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal remedy had beehresorted to in vain.
jjI stantly
........
y
..J.i:.;
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I
1.L
........
a
...........
........
only
!
without
any
hazard
of
taking Co|(|
And feeds its flames with nought but tears, ; pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
In all cases pf Pain or Weakness, whether it; every additional box and bottle is a guaran- , no
nnnri r'lMQli inn HnPS
not
Or friendship bless, or fortune smile,
be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or lee that sotne person will be relieved from a i,s
tl,e composition
does not
contain thsJ
the
attention
upon
any
subject
of
importance
Or pleasure wait where’er We roam ;
or engaging in anything that demands vigor pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu- greater or less degree of suffering, and be .least particle of mercury or any other
Still—still will memory oft beguile
or comage. Also iauguidness—the mind be tional or from some immediate cause, whether improved in general health ; for in no case ! gerous ingredient ; it may be applied will)
From each, from all, a thought of home.
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel it b^from internal or external injury, it will be of suffering from disease can they be taken ’ perfect safety in the state of pregnanev •
By persevering* in tlie use of these 1 ills» in vnln
iipl’pi*
'
i i
l
>
*.
I would not that a stranger hand
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied wither cured
This great principle of 44 PURGING”
111 vailK .lhe P‘/?P^or has nevci known even lo children at the breast,
Should hold for me the dreamless pillow ;
total derangement of the nervous system.— sickness is beginning to be appreciated, T *.n nor been informed of an instance in which
Price
371-2
cents
a
box^
J would not that a stranger hand
ls i they have failed to do good.
In the most
The mental feelings and j>cctdiar train of found much more convenient to take an
ample
directions.
Should plant o’er me a weeping willow ;
cases of chronic
disease, such as
ideas that haunt the imagination.and over sional dose of half» dozen Pills, and be always obstinate
,
.
.
The sod, so often lightly pressed,
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled, (hionic dyspepsia, torpid liver,•, rheumaiism,
Would on my bosom press most lightly ;
versity. The wisest and best of men are as blistered, and salivated — with the certainty that ’ «isthma, nervous and bilious head-ache,, cos
The stars, that have my childhood blessed,
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have tiveness,
............. piles, general debility, scrofulous DR. RELFE’S AROMATIC PILLS,
Would o’er my slumber beam most bright open to this affliction as the weakest.
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of months of miserable weakness, and the only one swellings and ulcers, scurvy, salt rheum, and HAVE been long celebrated as a most
lyLook at the ., all other chronic affections of the organs and
treatment are to remove indigestion and who is benefitted is your Doctor.
valuable and efficacious remedya.
between the appearance of those two ;I membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity
Oh ! may the breeze that kissed my brow,
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir difference
pCrSOriS*'
__
Uoc
knnn
Irontnrl
I-»
t
?
trnur
Ere life had known a strain of sorrow,
I—one has been treated by your regular • Und permanency which few persons would gainst those’general complaints peculiarto
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
Breathe out the wave-toned requiem low,
practitioner- See how pale and debilitated he theoretically believe, but to which thousands the female portion
of society_ They
t 11 £» ehn On
I rl throws
n »i < K t M rrvhis
IUCi hid . .
For sleep that knows ho dawning (norrow,; ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con is, see how the shadow
oft*y death
cleanse, purify and promote a free an(|
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, <j have testified from happy experience,
Arid when the sun is ’neaih the wave,
fully regulated by the occasional use of a see how he trembles in every limb ; Icis eyes coldsand coughs, which, if neglected su- brisk circulation of the blood, when become
And faintly, beams the star of even,
mild aperient.
We know nothing better i sunk ; his teeth destroyed —his constitution, perinduce the most fatal “diseases of the sluggish and languid from the afflicting ai|.
Then bear me to my sea-girt grave,
And let a prayer ascend to heaven.
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. j perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet. just hear how lungs, and indeed of the viscera in general, merits for which these Pills are a safe and
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer- • the Doctor arrogates to himself credit. He these medicines, if taken but for three or effectual specific. They assist the suspend,
tain in their operation.
The bowels' being I says, 44 most inveterate case of Liver com four days, never fail. Taken at night, they ed operations of the sanguiferous system
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile i plaint”—41 nothing but the most energetic reme so promote the insensible perspiration, and
Energetic measures! i. e. so relieve the system of febrile action and when nature requires it, and rectify tiie if.
Pills, (which ¿ire tonic, anodyne and anti-j dies saved him.”
The Curse upon the ground, a Blessing.
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, feculent obstructions, as to produce a most regular habits of the unhealthy female whose
spasmodic
“
,)
are
an
infallible
lemCdy
and
[
SERMON preached upon the day of
belter say.—So to save life you must half poison delightful sense of convalescence in the sickly and pallid countenance becomes re.
Public Thanksgiving, November 29, without dispute have proved a great blessing ! with that comforter of the teeth and gums— morning ; and though the usual symptoms animated, and freshens with the natural g|ow
MERCURY — and positively make a man mis
1838, by Samuel Hopkins, Pastor ol’the first to the numerous public.
Some physicians have recommended a erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is I ofa cold should partially return during the of restored health. 'They are a tried and
Congregational Church in Saco, Me.
day, the repetition of a suitable dose at the approved remedy in obstructions, debility,
free use of mercury but it should not be re called curing. Shocking folly !
Let us now look at your 44 purged” man—the next hourof bed-time will almost invariably hypochondria, green sickness, 'giddiness
sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
Fretting about the wicked.
mao who has taken Brandrellfs Pills for Liver ejiect permanent relief, without further aid.
gravate the symptoms.
A Sermon preached on Fast Day, April rglHE DIFFERENCE.-It cannot be de- ’ Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of Their effect upon fevers of a more acute and palpitation of the heart, bad digestion
18, 1839, by S. Hopkins, Saco. Just publish- -Inied that whilst many medicines 15?aSCI_°’1s ®t.r®n”th’, his countenance is clear violent kind is not less sure and speedy, if ta loathing of food, pains of the stomach
ed—
’ For
" sale
‘ by
‘ <
D. REMICH.
which are recommended to the public, hy.ve and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons shortness of breath, upon every little mo.
the feeling of new life and animation; he has
June 1, 1839.
not even the negative merit of harmlessness, been confined a few days to his bed, but he us-1 retiring to bed with inflammatory symptoms tion, sin king of the spirits, and its conse
there are others which it would be great in j ed nothing but the true BranOreth Pills, and of the most alarming kind, will awake with quences, a dejected countenance and dislike
NOTICE.
justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in | soon rose without any injury being sustained the gratifying consciousness that the fierce for exercise and conversation. ThevareeHE subscribers Having contracted with volve, untried, in a common condemnation. , by his constitution ______
___
Instead ofbeing
months in enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea qually conducive to the health of married
the town of Kenhebunk-port to sup And when a medicine comes endorsed with a weak state he will be stronger, after he has sily subdued.
In the same way, visceral
ladies, except in cases of pregnancy, or
port the poor of said town for one year from
all the great names that have adorned the . entirely recovered the attack : because his turgescence, iho’ long established, and visce
the 13th of April, 1839, hereby give notice annals of the medical profession, and war , blood and fluids have become purified, and hav- ral inflammations, however critical, will yield hectic and consumptive habits, when they
But they may bead,
that they have made suitable provision for ranted by the seal and signature of long and , ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the —the former lo small and the latter to large must not betaken.
their support, and are ready to fulfil their uniform success, its proprietor makes no un j solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne doses of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster ministered to great advantage a month of
contract in every particular.—AU persons are reasonable demand upon the public confi down by useless particles, but has renewed his ical affections, hypocoudriacism, restless more after accouchment, for tlie purpose of
therefore forbid harboring or trusting any of dence, when he claims for it a superior con life and body both.
ness, and very many other varieties of the
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi cleansing the system and purging those gross
said Paupers on our account, or on account of sideration .
humours, which, when retained, lay the
Pills,
removes
nothing
but
the
useless
and
dethe town of Kennebunk-port, as we will not
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of i cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and cacy of the Phenix Bitters. Full directions
pay any bills of their contracting, of any name Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors for the use of these medicines, and showing foundation of numerous diseases, and render
the incautious subject unhealthy for life.
or nature whatever.—We dbem it proper to enviable
distinction,, fox whilst
no medical ....
ail-l which cause
disease
—they
they impede
impede the
the funcfunc- their distinctive applicability to . different
------------------------------- -- -------------------- ------j—
give notice that we have contracted with thority ill existence condemns it, every medi- ; lions of the liver when they settle upon that complaints, accompany them ; and they can They should also be taken by all women
Dr. Mitchell to render all necessary medical cal practitioner that is acquainted withitior"a“> and which, when they- settle upon the be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367 from 45 to 50, to prevent the dangeronsdis
services to the poor for the year above nam freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, i muscles, produce rheumatism ...
; or, upon the Broadway, where numerous Certificates of orders consequent upon that critical period
ed.
JOHN HUTCHINS,3d.
»and that the latter should do so in opposition "ervea> produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro- their unparalleled success are always open to of female life.
They have been further
; or. upon the intestines, cos inspection.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
to their personal interests, must be attributec 1duce
1tiveness
w consumption
found, by experience, to afford a powerful
; or, upon the lining of the blood vesKennebunk-port, May 16,1839.
For additional particulars of the above remedy in all hypochondriac, hysteric.,
either to their candor and love of truth, or to 'Sg|ls,
s .apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
medicines, see Moffat’s 4 Good Samaritan,’ a
their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob- of disorders so melancholy
'/ to the sufferer and
NOTICE.
copy of which accompanies the medicines ; vaporish disorders, both in men and women,
servation, and the testimony of thousands.
' •••>-■
all” who
behold them.
whose nervous system they strengthen and
FTAHE Schooner GRAPE will
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
Yes, purging these humors from the body is a copy can also be obtained of the different
sa*l from Perkins’ wharf, his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis the true cure for all these complaints, and eve- Agents who have the medicines for sale.
regulate, aid nature in throwing off those
LA'
kennebunk-port, and from the
French, German, and Spanish directions gross and superabundant humors which pro_____ ____ _
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere assereases. He frankly and conscientiously
ad
in Boston, as a regular Pack mits that they will not. He
I’ lays no claim to I pon> R a demonstrable truth, and each day it can be obtained on application at the office, duce melancholy and depression of spirits,
et between Kennebunk-port and Boston, the discovery of the “Philosopher
■ ’- s Stone,
~
-,” is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming 367 Broadway.
renovate the body, reanimate the mind, and
and will sail every week from Kennebunk to and wishes nobody to believe that he sells? known, and more and more appreciated.
All post paid letters will receive im diffuse a general cheerfulness and elasticity
Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind the 44 Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he,
The cure by purging may more depend up mediate attention.
throughout the whole system. Price'll 50
and weather permitting. For Freight or does believe, and he can prove, that in debil on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
Sold wholesale and retail by WM. B.
Passage apply to the store of D. & S. Ward,
may be generally imagined. Whatever MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, New York. A a box, with directions.
ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous_' than
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
Kennebunk-port, or at the T. in Boston.
diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity liberal deduction made lo those who pur
d & s. ard
chase to sell again.
DUMFRIES’ HIGHLY APPROVED
gestive
organs,
in
incipient
consumptions,
of constant exercise is seen.
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
Agent—Daniel Rernich, Kennebunk.
;
When constant exercise cannot be used
dreadful debility occasioned by the use of FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
for boston
The Life Medicines may also be had of
purgatives ; iii palsy, rheumatism, (more es
rST HIS safe and powerful wash lor sore
TITHE new schoonef Ehza- pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. the principal druggists in every town A
or inflamed Eyes, stands pre-em
Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain throughout the United Stales and the Cana
Lewis L. Worm- ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev of
life, are kept free from those impurities das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe inent among ‘.he multitude of ordinary prepWk WOOD niils-er> will run during
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease which would prevent its steady current ministhe ensuing season as a regular which is brought on by intemperance ; in ■ tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of1 orations for this purpose. The most obsti
It is na John Moffat’s signature is upon the label of nate as well as the more slight ¡nflammuPacket between this port and Boston. The [ the wretched horrors of mind and body which vented from becoming mixed with it.
tions of that delicate organ, yield to this
Elizabeth has elegant accommodations for I accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss ofap- ture which is thus assisted through the means each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
Passengers. Freight will be received on ac- petite, latigour, melancholy, pains in the and outlets which she has provided for herself.
HpO THE AFFLICTED, DR. RICH- highly approved Ese Water, which will
Dr Brandreth’s Offices in New York A
commodating terms and carefully attended to.; head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
ARDSON’S celebrated Sherry Wine brace and restore the tone of the diseased
For freight or passage apply to Ezekiel 1 uncomely complexions, caused bv the bad j are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and !
Bitters, for the cure of all those prevalent parts. On recent sore eyes, the effect is
Wormwood, at his store in Kennebunk, or! state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
diseases, called Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Bilious highly salutary, and in cases of years
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
to the Master on board, at Capt. DanielI others mentioned in the bills of directions
or Liver Complaints,
Dizziness or Head standing, the most unexpected relief has been
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
Curtis’s wharf.
given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY,
ache, Wandering or settled Pains, Sinking, received, after other applications of inferior
Boston,
19
Hanover
Street.
Kennebunk, April 15, 1839.
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
Faintness, Nervous Debility, Costiveness,
Jliba.ny, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
efficacy had failed. Those who use it pro
terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
Pilès, and all general derangements of
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
Carriage dlliintifattory.
FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
health, caused by tin unhealthy slate of the nounce it to be one of the best preparation!
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
are sold with them, will effect immediate re
stomach and bowels, which have been just for those complaints they ever met with,es
Louisritle, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial
St. Louis, Mis/5l6 1-2 Market street.
ly “ styled the storehouse of disease.”— pecially in obstinate cases of soreness and
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
These Bitters have proved' a certain and 1 inflammation.
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
speedy remedy. They prêt hide the necessi
Price 25 cents a bottle, with directions,
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
ty of using Pills. Dr. R. considers it unne
---- ALSO----ECF How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills cessary to publish a long list of puffing re
|EVANS can conscientiously request confi’ff^The
celebrated
CAMBRIAN
purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
deuce.
commendations upon' which the merits of
Other and more conclusive demonstrations
Never purchase without being positively sure many advertised medicines denend
1 OO I’H ACHE PILLS, which give imof the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile that the person selling has an Engraved cer(^CAUTION TO PURCHASERS.
mediate relief without the least injury lo
C. W. KIMBALL
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are 1 tificate of Agency, and O’ observe it has been
They are put in Flat Bottles, with the he Teeth. On trial this will be found one
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken
renewed
;
no
Certificate
being
any
guarantee
submitted by the following important and ex
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta traordinary cures effected by their highly after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the following words blown in the glass “ S. O. of the best remedies for this painful com
Richardson’s Bitters, South Reading, Mass.’’!
holder are genuine.
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
with a label which covers the cork, and be plaint. Price 50 cents a box, with direc
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly medicinal qualities—all of which may be
Sub-Agents
in
York
County
will
be
supplied
sure that a fac simile of my signature is up tions.
IM» JI......
CA 1 _ ____
. m
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it seen at Dr. Win. Evans’ Medical office, No. |i«
by Mr.
ohn O. Langley, my only Travelling
A ,r nnf ■ « 11 n Î .. „
J
■ J
%*Prepared from the Original MS. Re
in Maine—„„
or t.by—? orderin
’^ from my on the label, so that the cork cannot be
up in good order for the above named busi 7, Division street. One or two of these he Agent
drawn without destroying it, also a fac sim cipe of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, byT.
ness, CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG herewith respectfully gives to, a discrimina Principal New England Offi.ce,
ting public.
ile of my signature upon the outer en KIDDER, his Immediate Successor and
GONS, of any style, built to order and war
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
velope, without which none are genuine.
ranted.
—ALSO—
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY The great success of this medicine has in the Sole Proprietor, which with the other
thanks of one "ho has been a great sufferer for sev
Cha ise Repairing & fainting, eral years, for the great benefit she has received from JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
duced a number of unprincipled persons to li Conway Medicines,” is for sale al his
done at short notice and on the most reasona the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
imitate it in various ways.— Remember his Counting Room, No. 99, next door to I
In
Kennebunk-port,
by
S.
H.
Gould
;
has
suffered
with
pain
and
distress
in
the
head,
a
tight

ble terms.
— also—
Bitters cannot be obtained of Pedlars on any Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
ness
across
the
stomach,
shortness
of
breath,
and
palpi

Saco
and
Biddeford,
McIntire
&
Beck,
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down lo
of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome and Seleucus Adams ;
pretence whatever.
and Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall,
the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly tation
her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her
P. S. Barnard W. G. Skinner, Travelling Boston, for sale also by his special appointLyman, William Huntress;
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
Agent for the New England Slates. Pre men! by
Alfred, B. F. Chadbourne ;
State' Various kinds of out fatigue, and she is happy lo say can now enjoy
life comfortably again.
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ; pared from Medicinal Plants and Roots at
LUMBER taken in part payment.
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kennebunk.
Richardson’s Labaratory. Sold Wholesale
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N. Y.
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
March 28, 1838.
Newark, July 18, 1836 — Dear Sir—For 4 years 1
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port,
and Retail at his office No. 15, Hanover
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to
CHRIS’R LITTLEFIELD, IKells.
stieet,
Boston,
and
by
most
Druggists
Furniture & Featiaer^Ware- my
Berwick,
J.
S.
T.
Cushing
;
business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
throughout the New England States. Mer
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
lioUse.
ed to my loom ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain
chants in the country can receive them
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
GARDEN SEEDS.
ildreth & ayres would inform in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differ
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H. safely packed in boxes, by forwarding an B'M REMICH has received, from the Agrithe inhabitants of Kennebunk and ent kinds of medicine without effect, until 1 commenced
order, and the usual discount will be allow JLJp O cultural Warehouses of Messrs. Ellis
vicinity that they haye taken the storetaking
in your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills- Spear ;
Price 75 cents per bottle. & Bosson, and Messrs. J. Breck & Co. Boston, a
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free- ed on the sale.
Kennebunk, formerly occupied by Timothy their beneficial effectsupon me astonish all who knew’
His dry Bitters put up in a pressed form are j very large assortment of GARDEN SEEDS,
Frost, adjoining Mr. Kimball’s carriage man my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office man ;
embracing a lmost every variety usually enquired for
50 cts. per paper.
express tny gratitude to you in person. In the
York, Alexander Dennett;
in this vicin ity.
ufactory, where they will keep a good assort to
mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant
Sold, also, by D. Remich, Alex. Warren, &
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
FLOyVER SEEDS, a great variety.
ment of Furniture and Feathers, consisting
B-S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
S.
Jordan,
Kennebunk
;
Seth
Hatch,
John
H
(LTFruit and ornamental trees, roots, &c. supplied
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
Dr. Wm. Evans.
of bureaus, sofas, tables, secretaries, common
at
Boston prices.
Spear, and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; John A.
fancy, cane seat and mahogany chairs.
He therefore need only add that his - Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
O
’ A liberal discount made to those who purchase
Berry,
Saco
;
York,
Samuel
A.
Douglass
;
Limerick,
John
Sanborn
;
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
to sell again.
do.
Samuel
Adams
;
Buxton,
Thomas
S.
Newfield
—
Dam
’
s
Mills,
Caleb
R.
.
Ayer,
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
SHAKER SEEDS.—The several varietlei
Bowles ; Hollis, Jonathan Kurnery ; Water put up by the Shaker Society, at Alfred.
HE subscriber has on hand a general as PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail, P. M?; West do. J. & S. (j. Adams;
borough,
Chace
Taylor
;
Alfred,
Benj.
F.
Parsonsfield,
Asa
Dolton
;
North
do.,
Milo
Kennebunk, April 12, 1839.
sortment of PAINTS, OIL & COL at No 7, Division st. near Chatham square,’!
Chadbourne ; North
Berwick, Jeremiah
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash,
New York, and of his authorised agents in J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
Lord
;
Great
Falls,
Mark
Noble
;
Dover,
Cornish, John McLellan ;
which he will sell at a small profit for the town and country.
Wm. B. Smith, Asa A. Tufts, John H.
Limington, James McArthur;
same pay, or approved credit.
J. H. JONES corner of Middle and Union
HE subscriber having contracted with
Wheeler.
Waterborough, James Leavett;
streets, I ortland, Agent for State of Maine,
JAMES HUBBARD.
the town of Kennebunk, to support
I tko of
nrtr»'
~ k _ hereby Iwrohv
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
the poor
said town for ohe year,
Buxton, T. Bo I les ;
Sole Agents, Daniel Rernich, Kennebunk ;
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
notice
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin;
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
vision for them, and hereby forbids all |)(;r‘
A LL persons indebted to the subscriber Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston ;
Acton, Wm. Evans.
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
XX are hereby requested to make pay
CASKS
just
received,
by
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Washof said town on his account or on account of
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
ment without delay.—Those who neglect biirn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell;
<30
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
241 Broadway, N. Y.
the town, as he will pay no bill for their
it will put him to the unpleasant necessity of
Kennebunk,
May
25,
1839.
May, 1839.
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
leaving their accounts with an Attorney for iMoses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
ly
--------- -----------Kennebunk, May 1, 1839.
collection.
J
OLMAN
’
S
MEDICINES,
constantly
Jackson
& Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wis
ARDEN SEEDS, put up at the Boston
CHRISTOPHER LITTLEFIELD.
!
on
band
and
for
sale
by
Seed Store, for sale bv
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
Wells, May 10, ]839.
LAC K SAND, for sale by
v
.
D. REMICH.
April 20, 1839.
S. H. GOULD.
D. REMICH«
iyKennebunk, May 9, 1839.
Kennebunk-port, April 26.1839.
I
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
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